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Dear children,

Sacred inner silence will lead you to find humility because those who live in silence do not keep
anything for themselves nor yearn for anything.

Within the key of silence lies the conversion of the heart because before the universe of silence,
souls find within themselves all the aspects that they must redeem, and they are transformed from
the experience of the sacred silence.

In essence, silence leads you to be in contact with the Source, and from there, receive spiritual
impulses so that every day the consciousness is consecrated to the Divine Plan.

Sacred silence is an elevated aspect of Creation that places every soul before the true inner meaning
of its life and its entire existence because in silence the consciousness begins to lose the fear of
recognizing its own human condition.

At the same time, silence provides what the soul needs because sacred silence is chaste, neutral, and
impartial. In this sense, the key of silence is what leads the consciousness to discover within itself
the true virtues of itself and of the soul; thus, silence removes the being from external influences,
from all temptations that make this humanity a noisy race.

Silence, which acts little by little in the interior of the one who lives it, is a subtle echo that
penetrates the innermost core of the soul, making it worthy to live and serve the Creator out of love.

Silence is a portal to a deep liberation and at the same time, it attracts maturity to the consciousness
of the human being. From the moment when sacred silence acts, many human habits begin to
disappear, to such an extent that the consciousness itself no longer wants certain things, but only to
be closer to God within.

Silence is the master key in times of battle and the transition of the Earth.

It is time for you to consciously practice it, and in this way, you will be able to verify it.

I thank you for responding to My call.

For the inner silence of humanity and the whole planet,

Who greets you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


